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INTRODUCTION

In the twenty-first century, data is an incredibly valuable commodity. Past generations were powered by gold, oil, and other natural resources, but in the Internet Age, data is one of the most valuable assets for companies, fueling corporate behemoths like Google.¹ Like with gold and oil, companies can mine—or “scrape”—data to accumulate wealth and power, as well as knowledge. Web scraping, also referred to as data scraping, spidering, or just plain scraping, is the extraction of online data for purposes such as staying informed on competitor prices, measuring customer sentiment, selling data, and producing competing products.² Most people have encountered services strongly influenced by scraped data, such as when reviewing a flight comparison website or purchasing e-commerce products whose prices are set by benchmarking them against scraped competitors’ prices.³ In the era of data, web scraping is a
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prodigious business.⁴

Despite its ubiquity in the market, however, scraping is also a practice that many companies want to prevent.⁵ Commentators have referred to this phenomenon as an “arms race” where companies both try to scrape competitors’ data and prevent those same competitors from scraping their own data.⁶ In these arms races, companies use technological strategies to block scraping or trick competitors into scraping incorrect information.⁷ However, companies have also taken to the courts to prevent scraping. Industry leaders such as LinkedIn⁸ and Southwest Airlines⁹ have sued scrapers to protect their data. Such anti-scraping litigation has used a wide variety of legal claims, including trespass to chattels, copyright infringement, violation of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (“CFAA”), and breach of terms of use.¹⁰

Trademark law is one such anti-scraping claim that has been underexamined in scholarship and underutilized in the courts. Scholarly literature on scraping has so far focused on the nature of scraping¹¹ or how to restrict the act of scraping.¹² In particular, several of these articles have

---

⁴ Greg Elmer, Scraping the First Person, in COMPROMISED DATA: FROM SOCIAL MEDIA TO BIG DATA 112, 113 (Ganaele Langlois, Joanna Redden & Greg Elmer eds., 2015).
⁶ Finley, supra note 5; Halevy, supra note 2.
⁷ Finley, supra note 5; Halevy, supra note 2.
⁸ See hiQ Labs, Inc. v. LinkedIn Corp., 938 F.3d 985 (9th Cir. 2019), vacated, No. 19-1116, 2021 WL 2405144 (U.S. June 14, 2021).
¹¹ See Jeffrey Kenneth Hirshey, Symbiotic Relationships: Pragmatic Acceptance of Data Scraping, 29 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 897 (2014) (discussing the legal landscape of scraping prior to the decision in Craigslist v. Staps and suggesting that data hosts and scrapers could work more cooperatively together); Vlad Krotov, Leigh Johnson & Leiser Silva, Tutorial: Legality and Ethics of Web Scraping, 47 COMM’NS ASS’N INFO. SYS. 555 (2020) (discussing the law and ethics around data scraping); Han-Wei Liu, Two Decades of Laws and Practice Around Screen Scraping in the Common Law World and Its Open Banking Watershed Moment, 30 WASH. INT’L L.J. 28 (2020) (comparing foreign laws on data scraping and suggesting that the trend of “Open Banking” may lead to a convergence in scraping law practices, as well as a reduction in demand for scraping); Tess Macapinlac, The Legality of Web Scraping: A Proposal, 71 FED. COMM’NS L.J. 399 (proposing an amendment to the CFAA to legalize the web scraping of publicly available websites).
focused on the CFAA’s potential for preventing the scraping of publicly available information. However, following the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit’s 2019 decision in hiQ Labs, Inc. v. LinkedIn Corp., holding that LinkedIn could not block the scraping of public data, and the Supreme Court decision in Van Buren v. United States, holding that the CFAA only covers unauthorized access not unauthorized use, the viability of CFAA claims against scraping is in doubt. Therefore, websites may start to search for new, innovative legal approaches to scraping. So far, the legal strategies to restrict scraping have largely focused on blocking scraping wholesale rather than limiting how scraped data is used. Trademark claims under the federal Lanham Act offer an underexamined alternative to restrict particular uses of scraped data that constitute trademark infringement, false advertising, or dilution. Until now, only one article—written in 2007, when only one case addressing
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14. hiQ Labs, Inc. v. LinkedIn Corp., 938 F.3d 985, 995 (9th Cir. 2019), vacated, No. 19-1116, 2021 WL 2405144 (U.S. June 14, 2021). Although hiQ was vacated and remanded by the Supreme Court in light of Van Buren, it is unlikely that the outcome will change. See Randi Singer & Michael Goodyear, Scraping Sued Stymied after Van Buren, WEB INTELL. PROP./MEDIA ALERT (June 16, 2021) (“Although it did not explicitly say so, the Court’s interpretation largely mirrored that of the Ninth Circuit in hiQ and earlier cases.”).


trademarks and scraping had been decided—has examined the relationship of scraping to trademark law. This Article hopes to significantly expand the consideration and understanding of Lanham Act claims in regard to scraping.

In Part I, this Article will provide an overview of the practice of scraping, as well as the legal claims that plaintiffs typically use in response. Part II will examine possible claims under the Lanham Act to restrict the use of scraped data, namely trademark infringement, false advertising, and dilution. Part III will then discuss the primary defense to these claims in the scraping context: nominative fair use. After setting up the legal framework and identifying the possible actions under the Lanham Act, this Article will then review the seven cases that have discussed trademark law and scraping in Part IV. Finally, this Article will look to the future in analyzing six recently filed cases involving Lanham Act claims against data scraping practices in Part V before concluding.

I. THE PRACTICE OF SCRAPING AND ITS LAWFULNESS

“Scraping” consists of using a computer program to inspect, collect, and aggregate data from different webpages. This method allows entities to gather publicly available online data on an enormous scale. Scraping is distinct from the practice of accessing websites’ underlying data structures through formalized data requests, usually via application programming interfaces (“APIs”). Instead of using the underlying code, scraping gathers data directly from the content on the website’s page, either via the screen outputs or the HyperText Markup Language (“HTML”) code displayed by the website. In short, scraping functions as automatic web browsing. Scraping technologies also search, copy, and retrieve data from websites regardless of whether they have permission to do so.

19. Drivas, supra note 12, at 1903; Kenny, supra note 3.
20. Hirshey, supra note 11, at 897.
21. Id. at 897–98.
22. O’Reilly, supra note 17, at 274.
Scraping strategies vary. Some companies have employees manually gather data, others create and use custom scraping scripts for each website they want to target, and yet others employ generic web scraping tools to trawl many websites for data. More sophisticated companies will typically either create custom scraping algorithms for the websites they want to scrape or use premade scraping tools to target a large number of websites.

The practice of scraping is comprised of three distinct steps: (1) building the crawling path and collecting target URLs; (2) developing and employing the scraper; and (3) retaining and parsing the data. First, one compiles a library of URLs from which data is to be collected (the crawling path). Next, the company must build the actual web scraper, or select the premade scraping tool it wishes to use, and employ it to scrape the crawling path. The crawler acts as the beacon for the scraper “bots,” directing them to the web pages to which data should be extracted. The scraper then requests data from the URLs and receives an HTML file in response. Companies often use several proxies linked to different IP addresses to access a wider variety of geographic-specific data and to distribute traffic load on the URL that is being scraped. Finally, the company must save and parse the collected data to make it understandable and usable.

Artificial intelligence (“AI”) and machine learning (“ML”)...
are also being used to recognize patterns between websites and help automate data gathering to reduce the need to manually develop and manage scrapers for different URLs.\textsuperscript{32}

Scraping is incredibly important to today’s companies given that much of the world’s knowledge resides on the Internet.\textsuperscript{33} Collecting these myriad sources of data is critical to transforming them into useful and useable information.\textsuperscript{34} With so many websites holding publicly accessible data, scraping can glean significant insights by providing structured data from this public information.\textsuperscript{35} Scraped data is used for helpful and increasingly common tasks such as, \textit{inter alia}, monitoring competitor prices, aggregating price comparisons, displaying travel options, and offering real estate choices.\textsuperscript{36}

Many of the platforms we use on a regular basis employ scraping to improve or power their services. Large online retailers such as Walmart and Amazon use scraping to gather competitors’ price data to inform their own product pricing.\textsuperscript{37} This market-informed approach to pricing partially explains the frequent changes in prices for online retailers.\textsuperscript{38} For example, Amazon will change the average product’s price every ten minutes based on both scraped competition pricing information and factors such as customer shopping patterns, inventory, and profit margins.\textsuperscript{39} This elastic market pricing can lead to a more competitive marketplace, benefitting consumers, but large companies can also lower prices on these loss-leaders and raise prices on less common products.\textsuperscript{40}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{32} Cerniauskas, supra note 25.
\item\textsuperscript{33} Raissi, supra note 23.
\item\textsuperscript{34} Id.
\item\textsuperscript{35} Kenny, supra note 3.
\item\textsuperscript{36} Id.
\item\textsuperscript{38} See Paul, supra note 25 (stating that “[i]n 2013, Amazon made price changes to 40 million products in a [single] day”).
\item\textsuperscript{40} See id.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
In addition to traditional online marketplaces, online shopping aggregation platforms also scrape data from different online stores to display price comparisons on their own sites. These price comparison websites can be a boon to customers and businesses through directing consumers to the best prices. Indeed, they can sometimes save consumers significant amounts of time and money. There can be drawbacks, however, such as aggregators charging businesses fees to be listed, leading to not all options being shown to consumers and thus not guaranteeing that consumers will actually see the best market price.

Online travel companies similarly scrape data about flights, train rides, and other modes of transportation, as well as trip experiences, and present price comparisons to users on their own platform. Given the complex nature of online travel bookings, the travel industry uses scraping to obtain data on hotel listings, travel options, and hotel and travel product reviews. This aggregated information can provide consumers with the best (and most affordable) options for their travel needs. While travel websites can offer considerable benefits to consumers and businesses, they can also pose potential problems such as hidden fees or added fees for consumers to book through them.
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42. Chauhan, supra note 41.


45. O’Reilly, supra note 17, at 273–74, 277.


Scraping has also proved pivotal in the real estate industry. Scraping from public listings can allow realtors and prospective renters or buyers to evaluate different options based on size, location, price, amenities, and more.\(^\text{49}\) Data scraping can offer significant benefits to consumers by adding more detail than is available in the raw data that websites contain, including comparing price changes over time.\(^\text{50}\)

As demonstrated by these few examples, scraping has undoubtedly revolutionized many industries. But not everyone wants to allow the practice. Many websites employ anti-scraping techniques to signal to bots that they do not want their data scraped.\(^\text{51}\) Some common techniques include IP tracking to identify and block bots, Captcha images, requiring logins, blocking crawlers with no User-Agent headers, frequently modifying the website’s HTML to obfuscate changes, and even providing false information.\(^\text{52}\) Websites will also explicitly state in their terms of use that scraping is prohibited.\(^\text{53}\) Even companies that engage in scraping will often try to limit the scraping of their own data.\(^\text{54}\) Notably, Amazon blocked Walmart’s bots in 2017 for engaging in the same tasks Amazon bots were undertaking on Walmart’s website.\(^\text{55}\)
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54. Finley, supra note 5.

55. Dastin, supra note 37.
certain airline companies, like Ryanair, have adamantly refused to let any travel websites scrape their flight data.\textsuperscript{56}

When technical safeguards for their data fail, companies can (and do) pursue litigation. Companies regularly pursue several causes of action against scrapers of their data, including (1) traditional property claims such as trespass to chattels; (2) violations of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act ("CFAA") and state computer crimes statutes such as the California Computer Data Access and Fraud Act ("CDAFA"); (3) breach of terms and breach of contract claims under the website’s terms of use; (4) claims under the Copyright Act for copyright infringement and violations of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA") for anti-circumvention; and, more recently, (5) data privacy claims under state comprehensive data privacy statutes such as the California Consumer Privacy Act ("CCPA") and biometrics statutes such as Illinois’ Biometric Information Privacy Act ("BIPA").\textsuperscript{57}

These anti-scraping claims have been increasingly tested over the past two decades. The first court decision to seriously address the practice of scraping was eBay v. Bidder’s Edge in 2000.\textsuperscript{58} Bidder’s Edge was an auction aggregation website that scraped data from dozens of online marketplaces, including eBay.\textsuperscript{59} The U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California found that Bidder’s Edge’s scraping amounted to an intentional interference with eBay’s possessory interest in its platform, amounting to a trespass to chattels.\textsuperscript{60} In ruling for eBay, the Northern District of California granted an early precedent against scraping.

Intellectual property considerations were only introduced into scraping jurisprudence three years later in Ticketmaster Corp. v. Tickets.com.\textsuperscript{61} Tickets.com used a “web crawler” scraping system that reviewed and extracted information from Ticketmaster’s website and offered the tickets for sale on Tickets.com’s own site.\textsuperscript{62} When users

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{56} Ryanair Ratchets Up War on Data-Scraping Travel Sites, DECISIONMARKETING (Sept. 8, 2020, 9:06 AM), https://www.decisionmarketing.co.uk/news/ryanair-ratchets-up-war-on-data-scraping-travel-sites [https://perma.cc/3C3J-9LQP].
\item \textsuperscript{58} See O’Reilly, supra note 17, at 278–79.
\item \textsuperscript{59} eBay, Inc. v. Bidder’s Edge, Inc., 100 F. Supp. 2d 1058, 1061–62 (N.D. Cal. 2000).
\item \textsuperscript{60} Id. at 1069–71.
\item \textsuperscript{61} See O’Reilly, supra note 17, at 279.
\end{itemize}
clicked on an event to purchase a ticket, however, they would be transferred to Ticketmaster’s website via a deep link. The court held that the raw factual data of the ticketed events was not copyrightable. The compilation of the ticketed events was copyrightable, but the court found the momentary storage of the scraped website pages in Tickets.com’s database, while culling the data, was fair use.

In the years since, these various anti-scraping claims have met with mixed success. Courts have been progressively more reluctant to accept trespass to chattels arguments without proof of tangible damages. In perhaps the most important data scraping case to date, hiQ Labs, Inc. v. LinkedIn Corp., the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that LinkedIn could not block scraping of its public data, significantly undermining the viability of CFAA claims. The Supreme Court, in Van Buren v. United States, further undermined the effectiveness of the CFAA for preventing scraping when it held that the CFAA only prohibits unauthorized access, not unauthorized uses. As was highlighted in Ticketmaster, web scraping also frequently only targets raw data, which is not protected by copyright law, and scholars have also argued that at least some uses of data scraping qualify as permissible fair use or would simply be non-infringing transitory copies. Yet, despite these hurdles, courts

63. Id. at *1–2.
64. Id. at *4 (“[T]he existence of the event, its date and time, and its ticket prices, are not subject to copyright.”).
65. Id.
67. 938 F.3d 985, 995 (9th Cir. 2019), vacated, No. 19-1116, 2021 WL 2405144 (U.S. June 14, 2021). Although hiQ was vacated and remanded by the Supreme Court in light of Van Buren, it is unlikely that the outcome will change. See supra note 14.
68. 141 S. Ct. 1648, 1662 (2021).
70. See, e.g., Michael W. Carroll, Copyright and the Progress of Science: Why Text and Data Mining Is Lawful, 53 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 893, 935–62 (2019) (arguing that copying journal articles to conduct text and data mining is fair use and that most copies produced during scraping are transitory copies, which are lawful under the Second Circuit’s holding in Cartoon Network LP v. CSC Holdings, Inc. (Cablevision), 536 F.3d 121 (2d Cir. 2008)); Edward Lee, Technological Fair Use, 83 S. CAL. L. REV. 797, 846 (2010) (advocating for an understanding of fair use that “afford[s] more leeway to developers at the creation and operation stages”); Matthew Sag, Copyright and Copy-Reliant Technology, 103 NW. U. L. REV. 1607, 1607–16 (2009) (finding the fair use doctrine to be crucial for allowing information dissemination); see also Jerome H. Reichman & Ruth L. Okediji, When Copyright Law and Science Collide: Empowering Digitally Integrated Research Methods on a Global Scale, 96 MINN. L. REV. 1362, 1368–70 (2012) (arguing that extant copyright laws create gridlock blocking discovery tools such as data scraping).
have upheld challenges to scraping, especially under breach of contract claims pursuant to the websites’ terms of use.\textsuperscript{71} Illinois’ BIPA has also proven to be a promising ground for scraping suits, including in a pending case involving the facial recognition company Clearview AI following a report that revealed that Clearview sold a facial recognition tool trained on scraped data to law enforcement.\textsuperscript{72} As demonstrated by BIPA, new claims and legal theories continue to develop against the practice of unauthorized scraping. One such area that has so far been largely underexamined in the scraping context is trademark law.

II. POSSIBLE TRADEMARKS CLAIMS AGAINST SCRAPING

Trademark law has the mostly untapped possibility of defining the scope of permitted scraping practices. Trademark claims against web scrapers are far less common than the claims discussed above.\textsuperscript{73} Yet, in certain contexts, trademark law could be a powerful deterrent to scraping and a promising legal claim. Where scraped information is combined with a trademark or leads to increased consumer confusion as to the relationship between parties, trademark infringement claims may arise.\textsuperscript{74} The significant difference between trademark law and the claims usually brought against scrapers is that the latter focus on the illegality of scraping itself, whereas trademark law would circumscribe certain uses of the scraped information. Placing trademarked names or logos next to scraped data from those companies could raise potential trademark law concerns. This could significantly control certain uses of scraped information that depend on displaying different scraped companies’ names for purposes such as online ordering and price comparisons. In particular, websites could pursue anti-scraping use claims for the inclusion of trademarks on others’ websites under the federal Lanham Act alleging (1) trademark infringement, (2) false advertising, and (3) dilution.

\textsuperscript{71} Rubin & Ebel, supra note 66.
\textsuperscript{73} Liu, supra note 11, at 32 n.33; Riley, supra note 10, at 265 n.126; see also infra Part IV.
\textsuperscript{74} See O’Reilly, supra note 17, at 275.
A. Trademark Infringement

Section 32 of the Lanham Act, codified as § 1114 of Title 15 of the U.S. Code, provides the standard for infringement of a federally registered trademark. It establishes that any person who, without the consent of the registrant, uses the registered mark in commerce “in connection with the sale, offering for sale, distribution, or advertising of any goods or services” in a manner that is likely “to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive” is liable to the registrant. To succeed on a Section 32 claim, the plaintiff must prove (1) that it owns the exclusive rights in the mark, (2) the defendant used the mark in commerce, (3) the defendant used the mark “in connection with the sale, offering for sale, distribution, or advertising” of goods or services, and (4) there is a likelihood of consumer confusion as to the source or sponsorship of the defendant’s goods or services.

The threshold requirement for a Section 32 claim is that the owner of the trademark has registered it with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (“USPTO”). The Lanham Act provides detailed instructions on the requirements for registration. Once the trademark is registered with the USPTO, the owner can pursue actions under Section 32.

The inclusion of a trademark with associated scraped information on a website would likely qualify as use in commerce, the second requirement for trademark infringement. A use in commerce for the purposes of infringement has been defined as the use of a mark “on services when it is used or displayed in the sale or advertising of services and the services are rendered in commerce.” In general, meeting this threshold requirement is not too demanding. Using another’s mark on a website that sells goods

76. Id. § 1114(1).
78. See generally 15 U.S.C. §§ 1051–72; see also id. §§ 1091–96 (laying out the provisions for the Supplemental Register).
79. Rescuecom Corp. v. Google Inc., 562 F.3d 123, 128 (2d Cir. 2009) (quoting 15 U.S.C. § 1127). The exact definition of the term “use in commerce” was discussed at length by the Second Circuit in Rescuecom. The Second Circuit did not rule that the definition of “use in commerce” in Section 45 of the Lanham Act was not applicable to infringement, but it did state, in dicta, that the full definition in Section 45 was intended for defining “use in commerce” for the purposes of registration, not infringement. Id. at 133, 138. The court went on to suggest two possible interpretations of the Section 45 definition of “use in commerce” for infringement: (1) barring the definition completely or (2) simply disregard the “bona fide” language at the beginning of the definition. Id. at 140.
80. See BARTON BEEBE, TRADEMARK LAW: AN OPEN-SOURCE CASEBOOK 348 (7th ed. 2020) (in comparison to “use in commerce,” “what has proven to be a far more significant threshold
or services would almost certainly meet this threshold requirement of being a use in commerce.

A more difficult hurdle is proving that the defendant used the mark “in connection with the sale, offering for sale, distribution, or advertising” of goods or services, the so-called “commercial use” requirement. Unlike the mere use in commerce requirement, the commercial use requirement requires a specific nexus between the trademark and a commercial use. Disseminating an idea about an entity by using their mark for identification does not rise to a commercial use, even if the website is itself a commercial website. But the use of a commercial or transactional component (i.e., sale or advertising) with the use of a trademark would qualify as a commercial use. Particular uses of scraped data could fit this requirement. Displaying the wordmark or logo of a company next to its scraped data for the purposes of a sale or commercial service would presumably qualify as a commercial use. For example, a travel service including a trademarked hotel line as a booking option on its aggregated website would involve a use of the trademark in a commercial context: the sale of a hotel reservation. Even if the consumer did not purchase a reservation to that particular hotel, the hotel would still be offered on a commercial travel website, likely meeting the commercial requirement for trademark infringement.

The final requirement for a trademark claim, likelihood of confusion, is the heart of the infringement inquiry. Instead of the classic likelihood of confusion between two marks, scraping potentially triggers “source,” requirement for liability in U.S. trademark law [is the use of the trademark in connection with the sale . . . of any goods or services], often called the ‘commercial use’ requirement.

81. Id. at 350 (quoting 15 U.S.C. § 1114(1)(a)); see also Radiance Found., Inc. v. NAACP, 786 F.3d 316, 322 (4th Cir. 2015) (“[A]n actionable trademark claim does not simply require that the alleged infringer used in commerce the mark that the trademark holder possesses. It also requires that the infringer’s use be ‘in connection with’ goods or services . . . .”).
82. BEEBE, supra note 80, at 351–52.
83. Radiance Found., Inc., 786 F.3d at 326 (“The provision of mere ‘information services’ without any commercial or transactional component is speech—nothing more.”). The rule is looser for domain names. There, not selling goods or services with the trademark is not enough to protect defendants; the defendant’s use interfering with consumers accessing the true trademarked product or service is enough to meet the commercial use requirement. See PETA v. Doughney, 263 F.3d 359, 365 (4th Cir. 2001) (“Doughney need not have actually sold or advertised goods or services on the www.peta.org website. Rather, Doughney need only have prevented users from obtaining or using PETA’s goods or services . . . .”); see also Radiance Found., Inc., 786 F.3d at 325–26 (confirming that the holding in PETA only applied to domain names).
84. See Radiance Found., Inc., 786 F.3d at 326 (“The provision of mere ‘information services’ without any commercial or transactional component is speech—nothing more.”).
“sponsorship,” or “affiliation” confusion instead. Confusion as to the source of the trademark or confusion as to sponsorship by or affiliation with a trademark owner through the use of its mark have been recognized as actionable consumer confusion. Like all types of consumer confusion for trademark infringement, purported source, sponsorship, or affiliation confusion must meet the likelihood of confusion test. The likelihood of confusion inquiry is fact-driven, and involves the application of a multi-factor circuit court test for confusion as to the source, affiliation, or sponsorship of the goods or services. For example, the Second Circuit’s Polaroid test looks at eight non-exclusive factors to determine if two marks are confusingly similar: (1) “the strength of [the] mark,” (2) “the degree of similarity between the two marks,” (3) “the proximity of the products,” (4) “the likelihood that the prior owner will bridge the gap,” (5) “actual confusion,” (6) “the defendant’s intent,” (7) “the quality of the defendant’s product,” and (8) “the sophistication of the buyers.” Including another’s trademark on a product or service, under the right circumstances, can be considered to meet the likelihood of confusion inquiry as to affiliation or sponsorship. For example, in a case before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, Board of Supervisors for Louisiana State University Agricultural & Mechanical College v. Smack Apparel Co., an apparel company printed t-shirts with trademarks of major college athletics teams. The Fifth Circuit determined that this led to


86. Int’l Info. Sys. Sec. Certification Consortium, Inc. v. Sec. Univ., LLC, 823 F.3d 153, 161 (2d Cir. 2016) (quoting 4 J. THOMAS MCCARTHY, MCCARTHY ON TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETITION § 23:76 (4th ed. 1997)) (“[T]he modern test of infringement is whether the defendant’s use [is] likely to cause confusion not just as to source, but also as to sponsorship, affiliation or connection.”); Team Tires Plus, Ltd. v. Tires Plus, Inc., 394 F.3d 831, 835 (10th Cir. 2005) (“[T]he relevant confusion under trademark law is not limited to confusion of consumers as to the source of the goods, but also includes confusion as to sponsorship or affiliation, such as a consumer’s mistaken belief that a retailer is part of a larger franchising operation.”); Nike, Inc. v. “Just Did It” Enters., 6 F.3d 1225, 1228–29 (7th Cir. 1993) (“[C]ustomer ‘confusion’ need not be restricted to a mistake regarding the source of the goods; the court should also consider whether the customer would believe that the trademark owner sponsored, endorsed or was otherwise affiliated with the product.”).

87. BEEBE, supra note 80, at 360, 372, 399; see Smack Apparel, 550 F.3d at 478; see also Savannah Coll. of Art & Design, Inc. v. Sportswear, Inc., 872 F.3d 1256, 1264 (11th Cir. 2017) (noting that the court “will have to consider whether SCAD has demonstrated that Sportswear’s use of its word marks is likely to create consumer confusion as to origin, source, approval, affiliation, association, or sponsorship. . . . [A] court usually considers a number of factors in assessing whether an infringing use is likely to cause confusion.”).


89. Smack Apparel, 550 F.3d at 472–73.
potential confusion amongst consumers as to the legal relationship between the colleges and the apparel company.\textsuperscript{90}

Source confusion, although less likely, is still possible for scraped data connected with trademarks. “[S]crapers often provide links to third-party content on their own websites,”\textsuperscript{91} which would seem, at first glance, to clarify that the content is derived from the trademark owner’s website. However, linking to third-party content can still create a risk of causing confusion “as to the source of the marks being used,” resulting in trademark infringement.\textsuperscript{92} If the link is not prominent or not used, consumers may assume that the mark is being used by the scraper as its own mark. Even deep linking (linking to third-party content contained within a third-party website) can create consumer confusion if the user is not actually required to visit the third-party website.\textsuperscript{93} However, for many uses of scraped data, such as food delivery, flight bookings, or hotel reservations, consumers understand that the scraper is a third-party intermediary rather than the owner of the trademark.\textsuperscript{94}

The more likely trademark infringement claim in response to a scraped trademark or scraped information with the source’s trademark is sponsorship or affiliation confusion. In \textit{Smack Apparel}, the Fifth Circuit found that the inclusion of trademarks on products suggested some sort of connection between the trademark owner and the product.\textsuperscript{95} This could potentially be expanded to include the use of trademarks on websites to suggest some sort of affiliation or connection between the website and the brand. Indeed, consumer confusion has been shown with delivery apps that list restaurants with which they do not actually have an affiliation.\textsuperscript{96} For example, Michelin-starred San Francisco restaurant Kin Khao, despite not offering takeout—let alone delivery—received a call from an upset

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{90} \textit{Id.} at 483–84.
\bibitem{92} \textit{Id.}
\bibitem{93} \textit{Id.}
\bibitem{94} See Benjamin Edelman, \textit{Mastering the Intermediaries}, HARV. BUS. REV. (June 2014), https://hbr.org/2014/06/mastering-the-intermediaries [https://perma.cc/VDA9-RAHW] (describing how consumers use aggregation platforms, suggesting that they know they are third-party intermediaries rather than the end-line retailers).
\bibitem{95} \textit{Smack Apparel}, 550 F.3d at 483–84.
\end{thebibliography}
customer asking about the status of their order.97 Kin Khao was not alone; other restaurants were similarly contacted about orders placed through food delivery apps or even had food delivery couriers appear at their restaurants to pick up unauthorized orders.98 The debacle led to a California law that expressly prohibits food delivery apps from listing restaurants without first obtaining permission from them.99 Sponsorship and affiliation confusion is not without critics, as some scholars have criticized the seeming overuse of this type of consumer confusion.100 However, suggestions for limiting sponsorship or affiliation confusion to “confusion that is actually relevant to purchasing decisions”101 would still appear to apply to potential scraping uses. As demonstrated by the Kin Khao example, posting trademarked names and logos next to scraped data has led to actual consumer confusion.

While Section 32 only applies to federally registered trademarks, Section 43(a)(1)(A), codified as § 1125(a) of Title 15 of the U.S. Code, protects all marks for goods or services, whether they are registered or not.102 Section 43(a)(1)(A) will protect unregistered trademarks as long as they could qualify for registration as marks under the Lanham Act.103 To establish a claim under Section 43(a)(1)(A), the trademark holder must demonstrate that the defendant first uses (1) “in commerce any word, term, name, symbol, or device, or any combination thereof,” (2) “or any false designation of origin,” (3) “false or misleading description of fact, or” (4) “false or misleading representation of fact.”104 The trademark holder must then show that such a use “is likely to cause confusion . . . as to the
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100. See, e.g., Mark A. Lemley & Mark McKenna, Irrelevant Confusion, 62 STAN. L. REV. 413, 417–22 (2010) (criticizing several court decisions that found likelihood of sponsorship or affiliation confusion where it was highly unlikely, such as Anheuser-Busch, Inc. v. Balducci Publications and Mutual of Omaha Ins. Co. v. Novak).
101. Id. at 416. But see Matthew B. Kugler, The Materiality of Sponsorship Confusion, 50 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 1911, 1921–27 (2017) (arguing that the actual impact of such a “materiality” requirement would not be as broad as expected).
affiliation” of the two entities.\textsuperscript{105} These factors are practically identical to those for a Section 32 analysis for trademark infringement. Indeed, courts often apply them interchangeably.\textsuperscript{106} Therefore, the analysis for scraping for trademark infringement under Section 43(a) is effectively the same as for Section 32 trademark infringement analyzed above.\textsuperscript{107} Claims for uses of scraped data that infringe trademarks could thus be litigated by both owners of federally registered trademarks as well as non-registered but registrable trademarks under this same framework.

\subsection*{B. False Advertising}

In addition to Section 43(a) including a claim for infringement of an unregistered trademark, Section 43(a)(1)(B) also includes a false advertising claim.\textsuperscript{108} A claim for false advertising requires the plaintiff to establish:

1. A false or misleading statement of fact about a product;

2. Such statement either deceived, or had the capacity to deceive a substantial segment of potential consumers;

3. The deception is material, in that it is likely to influence the consumer’s purchasing decision;

4. The product is in interstate commerce; and

5. The plaintiff has been or is likely to be injured as a result of the statement at issue.\textsuperscript{109}

The threshold question for a false advertising claim is whether the false advertising is a literally false statement or a statement that is misleading, the answer to which dictates what must be proven in regard to the other elements of the test. A literally false statement is one that is incorrect on its face.\textsuperscript{110} In many circuits, if a false statement is proven,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{105} Id. at § 1125(a)(1)(A).
  \item \textsuperscript{106} BEEBE, supra note 80, at 337.
  \item \textsuperscript{107} See supra Part II(A).
  \item \textsuperscript{108} 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(1). False advertising claims can be broader than just those under Section 43(a)(1)(B) of the Lanham Act and can include claims under the FTC Act and state and common law actions. Id. §§ 41–58.
  \item \textsuperscript{109} Pizza Hut, Inc. v. Papa John’s Int’l, Inc., 227 F.3d 489, 495 (5th Cir. 2000).
  \item \textsuperscript{110} Schering-Plough Healthcare Prods., Inc. v. Schwarz Pharma, Inc., 586 F.3d 500, 513 (7th Cir. 2009) (“A ‘literal’ falsehood is bald-faced, egregious, undeniable, over the top.”); Time Warner
deception is presumed, as are materiality and harm to the plaintiff in many cases. By comparison, a misleading statement requires more to show that it was false advertising. The plaintiff must present evidence that consumers were actually deceived by the statement, both to prove deception and materiality. For demonstrating injury, the plaintiff must show that a “statistically significant part of the commercial audience holds the false belief” that was communicated.

Common uses of scraped data could give rise to both literally false and misleading statements. A false statement could be possible where a website incorrectly states information about the entity it scraped from. For example, in the food delivery service examples above, food delivery apps included incorrect menu items for restaurants and incorrectly stated that they offered delivery. Published scraped data is directly taken from the other entity’s website, but there is still a duty to maintain the information, such as menu and delivery options and hours. Given that statements are directly taken from websites in the context of scraping, however, misleading statements may be a more likely assertion. While the plaintiff would need to show evidence of consumer perception, this could likely be demonstrated in at least some cases. Misleading statements about
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112.  BEEBE, supra note 80, at 705–06.

113.  DIRECTV, 497 F.3d at 158 (citing Am. Home Prods. Corp. v. Johnson & Johnson, 577 F.2d 160, 166 (2d Cir. 1978)); Pizza Hut, 227 F.3d at 497 (quoting Am. Council of Certified Podiatric Physicians and Surgeons v. Am. Bd. Podiatric Surgery, Inc., 185 F.3d 606, 616 (6th Cir. 1999))). With respect to materiality, “if the statements at issue are either ambiguous or true but misleading, the plaintiff must present evidence of actual deception. . . . [P]roof of actual deception requires proof that ‘consumers were actually deceived by the defendant’s ambiguous or true-but-misleading statements.’”); see also Pizza Hut, 227 F.3d at 502 (Statements are material where “they had a tendency to influence the purchasing decisions of, the consumers to which they were directed.”). While the Fifth Circuit determined that the court should assume materiality where there is a literally false statement, Pizza Hut, 227 F.3d at 497 (“With respect to materiality . . . the court will assume that the statements actually misled consumers.”), the Second Circuit stated that materiality must be separately proven for both literally false and misleading statements, DIRECTV, 497 F.3d at 153 n.3.


115.  Pershan, supra note 96.

the availability of certain dishes or delivery offerings could influence consumers’ decisions on where to order dinner in the future. Such uses of scraped data with companies’ names or logos deceiving consumers would seem to fall within the very heart of false advertising.

C. Dilution

Owners of famous marks can also file suit for dilution of their mark, either by blurring or by tarnishment, under Section 43(c). A mark is famous “if it is widely recognized by the general consuming public of the United States as a designation of source of the goods or services of the mark’s owner.” In determining whether a mark is famous, courts holistically consider all relevant factors, including (1) “the duration, extent, and geographic reach of advertising and publicity of the mark, whether advertised or publicized by the owner or third parties”; (2) “the amount, volume, and geographic extent of sales of goods or services offered under the mark”; (3) “the extent of actual recognition of the mark”; and (4) “[w]hether the mark [is] registered . . .” Examples of famous marks include Coca-Cola, Nike’s “Just Do It,” and Google.

The owner of a famous mark can receive an injunction against the user of their mark if that entity “at any time after the owner’s mark has become famous, commences use of a mark or trade name in commerce that is likely to cause dilution by blurring or dilution by tarnishment of the famous mark, regardless of the presence or absence of actual or likely confusion, of competition, or of actual economic injury.” This requires the plaintiff to prove:


118. See, e.g., Schering-Plough Healthcare Prods., Inc. v. Schwarz Pharma, Inc., 586 F.3d 500, 512 (7th Cir. 2009) (“The purpose of the false-advertising provisions of the Lanham Act is to protect sellers from having their customers lured away from them by deceptive ads (or labels, or other promotional materials).”).


120. Id. § 1125(c)(2)(A).
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(1) that the plaintiff owns a famous mark that is distinctive; (2) that the defendant has commenced using a mark in commerce that allegedly is diluting the famous mark; (3) that a similarity between the defendant’s mark and the famous mark gives rise to an association between the marks; and (4) that the association is likely to impair the distinctiveness of the famous mark or likely to harm the reputation of the famous mark.\textsuperscript{126}

Impairment of the mark can take place either through blurring or tarnishment. Dilution by blurring is “association arising from the similarity between a mark or trade name and a famous mark that impairs the distinctiveness of the famous mark.”\textsuperscript{127} Dilution by tarnishment, on the other hand, is “association arising from the similarity between a mark or trade name and a famous mark that harms the reputation of the famous mark.”\textsuperscript{128}

Uses of scraped data with trademarks could lead to dilution by tarnishment. Including scraped information on a website does not suggest a diminishing of the distinctiveness of the mark, as it continues to use it as a mark that signals the trademark owner, making dilution by blurring inappropriate. Dilution by tarnishment, on the other hand, occurs when a trademark is linked to inferior products or services or is portrayed in an unfavorable light.\textsuperscript{129} For example, the Second Circuit deemed the use of the term “New York Slot Exchange” for a slot machine to tarnish the New York Stock Exchange’s trademark.\textsuperscript{130} Dilution by tarnishment would seem to require that the trademark is used for source identification, or, in other words, as a mark.\textsuperscript{131} In the above example, the name of the slot machine was used to identify it. But a mere critical statement, such as labeling a company as “evil,” would not qualify as tarnishment because

\textsuperscript{126} Louis Vuitton Malletier S.A. v. Haute Diggity Dog, LLC, 507 F.3d 252, 264–65 (4th Cir. 2007); see also Parts.com, LLC v. Yahoo! Inc., 996 F. Supp. 2d 933, 940 (S.D. Cal. 2013) (using a five element test that is effectively the same, but splits fame and distinctiveness into two separate elements).


\textsuperscript{128} Id. § 1125(c)(2)(C).

\textsuperscript{129} Deere & Co. v. MTD Prods., Inc., 41 F.3d 39, 43 (2d Cir. 1994) (‘‘Tarnishment’ generally arises when the plaintiff’s trademark is linked to products of shoddy quality, or is portrayed in an unwholesome or unsavory context likely to evoke unflattering thoughts about the owner’s product.”).

\textsuperscript{130} N.Y. Stock Exch., Inc. v. N.Y., N.Y. Hotel, LLC, 293 F.3d 550, 558 (2d Cir. 2002).

\textsuperscript{131} Barton Beebe, A Defense of the New Federal Trademark Antidilution Law, 16 Fordham Intell. Prop., Media & Ent. L.J. 1143, 1172 (2006) (‘‘The plaintiff must show, first, that the defendant is tarnishing the plaintiff’s mark by means of something that consumers perceive as a designation of source of the defendant’s goods . . . .’’); Stacey L. Dogan & Mark A. Lemley, The Trademark Use Requirement in Dilution Cases, 24 Santa Clara High Tech. L.J. 541, 545, 557 (2008) (‘‘The TDRA clearly includes a trademark use requirement [for dilution].’’).
that statement is not being used as a trademark itself. In comparison, using scraped data and a trademark together serve as a mark, identifying the information as connected to the trademark owner. Like with false advertising claims, inaccurate or misleading statements could harm the reputation of the trademark owner. It could also suggest an association between the trademark owner and the scraper, which could harm the trademark owner if consumers would think less of the trademark owner due to the association.

III. THE VIABILITY OF NOMINATIVE FAIR USE

The most applicable defense for improper trademark use with scraped data is nominative fair use. The Lanham Act provides for a number of defenses to trademark infringement. But scrapers will often try to defend against claims of trademark infringement by arguing that their use of the trademark qualifies as nominative fair use. Nominative fair use provides that a trademark can be used in a descriptive way to identify the trademark owner’s goods or services. An entity engaging in nominative fair use would use the trademark in a competitive or comparative manner that does not falsely imply sponsorship or endorsement by the trademark holder.

At present, there is a circuit split on the test used for nominative fair use under the Lanham Act between the Ninth and Third Circuits, as well as separate interpretations by the Second and Fifth Circuits. The Ninth Circuit established its nominative fair use test in New Kids on the Block v. News America Publishing, Inc. In New Kids on the Block, the plaintiff boy band brought Lanham Act claims against newspapers who had created 900-numbers that allowed fans to participate in telephonic polls about the
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134. 15 U.S.C. § 1115(b) (enumerating eight defenses to Section 32 infringement, many of which also apply to Section 43 claims). Nominative fair use is only explicitly referred to in the Lanham Act as a defense to dilution, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(c)(3)(A), but has been interpreted to be a defense to trademark infringement, New Kids on the Block v. News Am. Publ’g, Inc., 971 F.2d 302, 308–09 (9th Cir. 1992).
135. Viscounty et al., supra note 91, at 34.
136. See New Kids on the Block, 971 F.2d at 308.
137. See id.
138. 971 F.2d 302.
band and its members.\textsuperscript{139} The Ninth Circuit recognized that a trademark is a “limited property right,” and that there is a valid trademark defense “where the mark is used only ‘to describe the goods or services of [a] party, or their geographic origin.’”\textsuperscript{140} The classic trademark fair use case is where a defendant uses the plaintiff’s trademark to refer to the defendant’s goods or services.\textsuperscript{141} A nominative fair use instead deliberately uses the trademark to refer to the plaintiff.\textsuperscript{142} The Ninth Circuit held that a defendant is entitled to a nominative fair use defense where (1) “the product or service in question must be one not readily identifiable without use of the trademark;” (2) “only so much of the mark or marks may be used as is reasonably necessary to identify the product or service;” and (3) “the user must do nothing that would, in conjunction with the mark, suggest sponsorship or endorsement by the trademark holder.”\textsuperscript{143} In \textit{New Kids on the Block}, the newspapers met this test, as there was no substitute term for New Kids on the Block, the band was only referenced “to the extent necessary to identify them as the subject of the polls,” and nothing in the newspapers’ use suggested a sponsorship or endorsement by New Kids on the Block.\textsuperscript{144}

Thirteen years later, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit established its own, different test for nominative fair use in \textit{Century 21 Real Estate Corp. v. Lendingtree, Inc.}\textsuperscript{145} In that case, Lendingtree used several of Century 21’s trademarks on its website, including statements that Lendingtree’s service allowed users to access Century 21 brokers and that Lendingtree was “affiliated with” Century 21 brokers.\textsuperscript{146} The Third Circuit acknowledged that a separate test was needed for nominative fair use cases, but disagreed with the Ninth Circuit’s test removing consideration of likelihood of confusion and placing the burden entirely on the defendant.\textsuperscript{147} The Third Circuit instead established a two-prong test, where (1) the plaintiff must prove likelihood of confusion under the
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\textsuperscript{143} Id.
\textsuperscript{144} Id. at 308–99.
\textsuperscript{145} 425 F.3d 211 (3d Cir. 2005).
\textsuperscript{146} Id. at 215.
\textsuperscript{147} Id. at 220–21 (“[W]e do not accept the legal basis or advisability of supplanting the likelihood of confusion test entirely . . . . [T]he approach of the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit would relieve the plaintiff of the burden of proving the key element of a trademark infringement case—likelihood of confusion—as a precondition to a defendant’s even having to assert and demonstrate its entitlement to a nominative fair use defense.”).
relevant factors from the traditional likelihood of confusion test and (2) the defendant must then show that its use is fair, using a three-part test largely derived from that of the Ninth Circuit.\textsuperscript{148} The three-part fairness test in the Third Circuit is:

(1) that the use of plaintiff’s mark is necessary to describe both the plaintiff’s product or service and the defendant’s product or service; (2) that the defendant uses only so much of the plaintiff’s mark as is necessary to describe plaintiff’s product; and (3) that the defendant’s conduct or language reflect the true and accurate relationship between plaintiff and defendant’s products or services.\textsuperscript{149}

Since Lendingtree, the Fifth and Second Circuits have devised their own interpretations of the nominative fair use test. In International Information Systems Security Certification Consortium, Inc., v. Security University, LLC, the Second Circuit rejected having nominative fair use be an affirmative defense, as the Third Circuit did.\textsuperscript{150} It instead held that “in nominative use cases, district courts are to consider the Ninth Circuit and Third Circuit’s nominative fair use factors, in addition to the Polaroid factors.”\textsuperscript{151} The Fifth Circuit has stated that the nominative fair use inquiry should be done in conjunction with the likelihood of confusion inquiry,\textsuperscript{152} suggesting a greater emphasis on likelihood of confusion than in New Kids on the Block.

These four tests set up a dichotomy between the Second, Fifth, and Ninth Circuits and the Third Circuit. The former hold that if a use creates a likelihood of confusion, it cannot be nominative fair use.\textsuperscript{153} The Third Circuit holds that nominative fair use is an affirmative defense to infringement (and a likelihood of confusion).\textsuperscript{154} However, all of the tests effectively incorporate a direct consideration of likelihood of confusion as to affiliation or sponsorship by including the third element of the Ninth Circuit’s test, prohibiting a suggestion of “sponsorship or endorsement”
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between the products or services, or, in the language of the Third Circuit, “reflect[ing] the true and accurate relationship between plaintiff and defendant’s products or services.”

It is this sponsorship or affiliation language that could be the greatest hurdle for a nominative fair use defense to overcome in the context of scraping. Uses of the trademarks alongside scraped data are often for the purpose of describing or referring to the trademark owner, which would seem to fit the goal of nominative fair use quite well. But, as explained in Part II, posting scraped data alongside a trademark could impermissibly suggest an affiliation or sponsorship by the trademark owner. If this were the case, the use would not qualify as nominative fair use under the third prong of the Ninth Circuit test, as well as elements under the Second and Fifth Circuit tests. The Third Circuit’s requirement that a nominative fair use “reflect the true and accurate relationship between plaintiff and defendant’s products or services” would also seemingly be violated by an improper suggestion of affiliation or sponsorship.

On the other hand, a plausible nominative fair use argument could delay a ruling on a Lanham Act case. Nominative fair use arguments are typically not ruled on at the motion to dismiss stage because they inherently entail a detailed factual inquiry. This would require the plaintiff to go through (often expensive) discovery, possibly deterring potential claimants.

IV. ANTI-SCRAPING TRADEMARKS CLAIMS THUS FAR

Despite the robust legal issues around scraping and trademarks as described in Parts II and III, jurisprudence on these issues has been severely lacking. As of January 2021, there have only been seven judicial opinions addressing scraping and trademark usage in any detail.
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Reviewing these cases displays the legal landscape so far and elucidates the areas that will need greater clarity in the future.

The first case to address scraped data and trademarks was the early scraping case of Register.com v. Verio, Inc. in 2004. Verio was a data aggregator that scraped information from Internet registries to compile a database of website registration information. Like in Ticketmaster, the use of bots for scraping was not copyright infringement because the scraped information was public information not owned by anyone. However, unlike in Ticketmaster, Verio used the scraped information to call and email the domain name registrants and offer them Verio’s services. In these phone conversations and messages, Verio explicitly referred to the responders’ registration with Register.com and provided misleading information about their “recently registered domain name,” which the court found could have led—and, at least in a few situations, did lead—recipients to believe that Verio was affiliated with Register.com.

The district court issued an injunction based on these actions violating the Lanham Act, and the Second Circuit upheld the injunction, finding that Verio’s actions could be misleading as to the relationship between Register.com and Verio.

It would be six years before a court addressed the interplay between scraping and trademarks again. In Cvent, Inc. v. Eventbrite, Inc., the plaintiff alleged that events ticketing website Eventbrite scraped aggregated event information off of its website and copied the information onto its own website. Cvent filed a complaint alleging, inter alia, the rare trademark infringement claim of reverse passing off. The court found that Cvent’s trademarks claim was not that Eventbrite had “passed off its ideas as its own, but rather that Eventbrite ha[d] re-branded and re-packaged its product . . . and sold it as its own,” distinguishing it from the
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facts in the Supreme Court decision in *Dastar Corp. v. Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp.*, which had limited the breadth of reverse passing off claims to prevent perpetual copyrights through trademark enforcement actions. Given this finding, the *Cvent* court refused to dismiss Cvent’s Lanham Act claim. This decision was not without controversy, however, as noted intellectual property law scholars, such as Rebecca Tushnet, remarked that the Eastern District of Virginia misinterpreted the division between copyright and trademarks that was established in *Dastar*, which should have blocked the Lanham Act claim in this case as the “product” was either uncopyrightable facts or only copyrightable expression in how the facts were compiled on Cvent’s site, but not Eventbrite’s.

The next trademark case also involved a reverse passing-off claim. In *Citizens Information Associates, LLC v. JustMugshots.com*, defendant JustMugshots.com allegedly scraped over fourteen million records from website BustedMugshots.com to create its own website with police photographs and related arrest records. The plaintiff alleged that JustMugshots.com was engaging in reverse passing-off, violating the Lanham Act. However, unlike in *Verio* and *Cvent*, the data JustMugshots.com was scraping was not only publicly available, but was public domain mugshots and arrest-record information. Like in *Cvent*, the case turned on the court’s application of *Dastar*, but this time, the court found that protecting public domain information via trademarks was barred under *Dastar* and dismissed the claim.

Later that same year, the United States District Court for the Northern District of California issued its opinion in *Craigslist Inc. v. 3Taps Inc.* In *Craigslist*, defendant 3Taps aggregated and republished content scraped from Craigslist’s platform, effectively replicating the entire Craigslist
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website under 3Taps’ name. Defendants Padmapper and Lovely, meanwhile, provided online real estate listings, including Craigslist listings they had received from 3Taps. Craiglist filed a complaint alleging, inter alia, trademark infringement, false designation of origin, and dilution of a famous mark. Unlike the reverse passing off claims in Cvent and Citizens Information, Craiglist alleged that 3Taps had suggested that Craiglist was the source of or had endorsed 3Taps’ site. The Northern District of California held that these regular “passing off” claims were not prohibited by Dastar. The court went on to find that Craiglist had plausibly alleged its trademarks claims, citing examples such as 3Taps saying “craigslist data, better than craigslist!” and Padmapper stating that it was “Bringing Craigslist Back” to its website. The court therefore refused to dismiss Craiglist’s trademark and dilution claims.

Next, in DHI Group, Inc. v. Kent, the plaintiffs used a scraping program to bypass defendant Oilpro’s security measures and download data from its website in order to populate oil professionals’ resume information on their own platform. Oilpro alleged that the plaintiffs had infringed its trademark by including it on their website along with the scraped data. As Oilpro’s trademark was unregistered, the court analyzed the claim under Section 43(a), and not under Section 32, which only applies to registered trademarks. When the plaintiffs republished Oilpro’s data on its own website, it also republished the Oilpro trademark. The court found that the allegation that the trademark was distinctive and the image of the Oilpro mark on plaintiffs’ publication was sufficient to survive a motion to dismiss. The plaintiffs raised a fair use defense, but the court declined to address the fair use defense before the summary judgment stage.
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The following year, the plaintiff in *Alan Ross Machine Corp. v. Machinio Corp.* alleged that Machinio scraped its website for sales listings on machinery and duplicated those listings on its own website. \(^{191}\) The plaintiff alleged trademark infringement through false endorsement. \(^{192}\) But the court dismissed the trademark infringement claim because the plaintiff had not used “Alan Ross Machinery” as a trademark to distinctively identify the machinery it sold or its machinery listings. \(^{193}\) The court further held that even if “Alan Ross Machinery” were a valid trademark, there was no evidence of likelihood of consumer confusion because the name does not even appear on Machinio’s website. \(^{194}\) A “click to contact seller” button or link to Alan Ross’s website next to each listing “does not imply that Alan Ross has endorsed Machinio or has any specific affiliation with Machinio to support a false endorsement claim.” \(^{195}\) The court then went further, stating that “[e]ven if Machinio had listed Alan Ross’s name on its website, that does not suggest a consumer would be misled into believing that Alan Ross had endorsed Machinio’s website.” \(^{196}\)

The seventh and final case involves Southwest Airlines. Southwest Airlines pursued anti-scraping litigation alleging trademark violations as early as 2004, \(^{197}\) but the Lanham Act claims only made it to discussion in a court decision in 2019. In *Southwest Airlines Co. v. Roundpipe, LLC*, Southwest alleged that Roundpipe had scraped flight cost information from its website and reproduced it, along with the Southwest name and logos, on its own website. \(^{198}\) The court held that Southwest had stated plausible claims for, *inter alia*, unfair competition, trademark infringement, and dilution under the Lanham Act because it showed valid trademark registrations and how the unauthorized use of the Southwest mark on Roundpipe’s website tarnished the Southwest trademarks and likely caused consumer confusion. \(^{199}\)

These seven decisions provide important baseline principles for which uses of scraped data are permissible and which are prohibited. The Lanham Act claims were only dismissed in two out of seven cases. \(^{200}\) The
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Supreme Court opinion in *Dastar* served as an early roadblock to Lanham Act claims for scraping, leading to dismissal in one case and a controversial retention in another.\footnote{Cvent, Inc. v. Eventbrite, Inc., 739 F. Supp. 2d 927, 936 (E.D. Va. 2010) (retained, to the extent Cvent’s Lanham Act claim was an alternative to its copyright claim); Citizens Info., 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 194547, at *7 (dismissed).} but the *Craigslist* court provided a clear path forward by differentiating regular infringement and dilution claims from reverse passing off, which was largely blocked by *Dastar.*\footnote{Craigslist Inc. v. 3Taps Inc., 942 F. Supp. 2d 962, 979–80 (N.D. Cal. 2013).} Trademark infringement claims under Section 32 or Section 43(a) were preserved in five cases,\footnote{Register.com, Inc. v. Verio, Inc., 356 F.3d 393, 405–06 (2d Cir. 2004); Cvent, 739 F. Supp. 2d at 936; Craigslist, 942 F. Supp. 2d at 980; DHI Group, Inc. v. Kent, No. H-16-1670, 2017 WL 8794877, at *11 (S.D. Tex. Apr. 21, 2017); Sw. Airlines, 375 F. Supp. 3d at 705.} and dilution claims were raised and preserved in two cases.\footnote{Craigslist, 942 F. Supp. 2d at 980; Sw. Airlines, 375 F. Supp. 3d at 705.} A nominative fair use defense was only raised in one case, but the court did not decide on it, preserving the defense for the summary judgment stage.\footnote{DHI Group, 2017 WL 8794877, at *11.} False advertising claims were not raised in any of the seven cases. The *Alan Ross* court was the most protective of scraping uses, arguing that even if the wordmark were on the website with the scraped information, that does not suggest that there would be consumer confusion as to endorsement.\footnote{Alan Ross Mach. Corp. v. Machinio Corp., No. 17-cv-3569, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 113012, at *8 (N.D. Ill. July 9, 2018).} The courts in *Verio, Cvent, Craigslist, DHI Group,* and *Southwest Airlines,* on the other hand, found that trademark infringement claims, particularly as to confusion over sponsorship or affiliation, as well as dilution claims, could proceed.\footnote{Verio, Inc., 356 F.3d at 405–06; Cvent, 739 F. Supp. 2d at 936; Craigslist, 942 F. Supp. 2d at 980; DHI Group, Inc., 2017 WL 8794877, at *11; Sw. Airlines, 375 F. Supp. 3d at 705.} Overall, existing precedent demonstrates that trademark claims can be successful in the scraping context, although the case law is still scant for trademark infringement and dilution and non-existent for false advertising.

**V. FUTURE SCRAPING LITIGATION**

While the seven cases in Part IV provide some guidance, the legal possibilities and restrictions around trademark usage and scraping are still largely unsettled due to the dearth of precedent. However, since 2020, six potentially significant cases have been filed in courts around the United
States that allege Lanham Act violations in conjunction with scraping practices. The outcomes of these cases could prove pivotal for defining the utility of trademark infringement, false advertising, and dilution claims in relation to scraping. These six cases can be succinctly broken up into two groups: (1) suits by Southwest Airlines and (2) food delivery app cases.

Southwest Airlines has previously tried to use trademark law to limit the uses of scraped data. In January 2021, Southwest sued travel booking website Kiwi.com, which is based in the Czech Republic, for scraping flight data from Southwest’s website. Kiwi allegedly scraped flight and pricing data from Southwest’s website and then populated this information on its own website. On Kiwi.com, Southwest’s name and iconic “Heart” logo were allegedly listed next to relevant flights. Southwest grounded its complaint, in large part, on claims under the Lanham Act for trademark infringement, trademark dilution, and false designation of origin. Southwest alleged that the use of the Southwest name and heart mark “has caused and is likely to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive as to the affiliation, connection or association of Kiwi with Southwest, or as to the origin, sponsorship or approval of Kiwi’s goods and services by Southwest.” Southwest also alleged that Kiwi’s use of its mark would dilute the mark, as Kiwi offers deceptive and poor quality services and includes change fees and hidden fees while Southwest’s brand is associated with “no change fees” and “no hidden fees.” On March 26, 2021, the court rejected Kiwi’s motion to dismiss for improper venue. On August 10, 2021, the court also rejected Kiwi’s motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction.

In July, 2021, Southwest filed a related lawsuit against Skiplagged, Inc., an airfare search engine that is known for selling “hidden city” tickets, in which “the passenger’s intended final destination is not the
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ticketed final destination, but rather an intermediate or connecting city." 217 In that lawsuit, Southwest alleged that Skiplagged connected to or scraped Kiwi’s website and displayed this unauthorized data on its own website. 218 Southwest even alleged that Skiplagged and Kiwi collaborated to sell “hidden city” tickets on Southwest. 219 Like in its lawsuit against Kiwi, Southwest alleged a variety of Lanham Act claims—trademark infringement, false designation of origin, and dilution—for displaying Southwest’s trademarked name and logo, along with tort claims. 220

These two Southwest cases have the potential to pick up where Southwest Airlines Co. v. Roundpipe, LLC left off. The Northern District of Texas could provide greater clarity on which uses of trademarks are allowed in combination with scraped data. In particular, Southwest alleges trademark infringement claims on the basis of sponsorship or affiliation confusion, which, as discussed in Part II(A), is the most probable ground for trademark infringement in relation to scraping. Dilution claims in relation to scraping have not been addressed in any serious detail by courts thus far, also creating the possibility for significant guidance from the court on such claims.

The remaining four complaints are all by restaurants against food delivery services, filed between May 2020 and February 2021. In May 2020, a class action suit was filed against Grubhub alleging that Grubhub had falsely stated that non-partner restaurants were either closed or not accepting online orders. 221 Plaintiff CO Craft alleged that these actions constituted false advertising. 222 The suit preliminary settled in February 2021, 223 but the settlement is being challenged by Illinois plaintiffs who were later included in the suit under a revised definition of the class, as discussed below. 224 Similarly, in September 2020, a class action suit was filed by Missouri restaurant Lona’s Lil Eats against DoorDash. 225 Lona’s is not one of
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DoorDash’s partner restaurants. Lona’s alleged that DoorDash published false and misleading information by publishing the restaurant’s name and menu information on the app, and allowing a customer to go through the process of placing an order, only to be told that (no matter the proximity of the customer) Lona’s was “unavailable” due to being “out of the delivery area.” Lona’s further alleged that in the past, DoorDash included Lona’s but said that it was “[c]losed.” The class filed a claim of false advertising under the Lanham Act, as well as state false advertising and unfair competition claims. In January, the Northern District of California denied DoorDash’s motion to dismiss, finding that Lona’s had adequately pled the elements of a false advertising claim.

In October 2020, another class action suit was filed against Grubhub in Illinois for allegedly scraping restaurants’ information from their websites and listing the restaurants on the Grubhub app without their permission. The class alleged trademark infringement as to sponsorship or affiliation by misleading consumers into believing that these restaurants had partnered with Grubhub. In January 2021, the plaintiffs in the case in the U.S. District Court for the District of Colorado amended the definition of their class, which expanded it to include the Illinois plaintiffs. The Colorado class action preliminarily settled in February 2021, potentially jeopardizing the Illinois plaintiffs’ claims by binding the members of the larger class. However, the settlement negotiations began in August 2020, months before the Illinois plaintiffs were added to the class. The claims of the two groups of plaintiffs are also slightly different, as the Colorado plaintiffs wanted Grubhub to only list correct information on its website, whereas the Illinois plaintiffs wanted

---
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Grubhub to not list non-partner restaurants at all. The Illinois plaintiffs have disputed the settlement, but the Northern District of Illinois has stayed the suit while the Colorado case is pending.

Finally, in February 2021, a fourth suit was filed against a major food delivery service. This time, the defendant was Postmates. Like the claimants in the previous two cases, Plaintiff Lucky Boy Hamburgers did not sign up to be affiliated or associated with the food delivery service. Lucky Boy alleged, however, that Postmates listed Lucky Boy in their app and incorrectly showed that the restaurant was “closed,” while in reality it was open, just not affiliated with Postmates. Postmates also allegedly included Lucky Boy’s menu on their app, but with incorrect prices. Lucky Boy alleged that Postmates had committed trademark infringement, among other claims. The case settled in June 2021, however, before briefs could be filed.

All four complaints allege similar actions by food delivery services, but took different approaches. CO Craft and Lona’s grounded their arguments under false advertising law, whereas Lynn Scott and Lucky Boy relied on trademark infringement as to sponsorship or affiliation. Lona’s Lil Eats, LLC v. Doordash, Inc. is already the first decision to address a Lanham Act false advertising claim in relation to scraping. In refusing to dismiss Lona’s false advertising claim, the court credited the view that a false advertising claim can be adequately pled against certain uses of trademarks with scraped data. Future decisions in either Lona’s Lil Eats or CO Craft could provide further guidance on false advertising and scraped data. While trademark infringement claims have been decided in relation to scraping, the law is still largely unsettled, so the claims in Lynn Scott, as well as those in the Southwest cases against Kiwi and Skiplagged, could prove essential to establishing clearer guidance on permissible uses of trademarks in relation to scraped data. While none of
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the answers filed so far by the defendants asserted nominative fair use, if raised, the defense could play a significant role in these cases and establishing precedent for future trademark claims against uses of scraped data.

CONCLUSION

The practice of scraping has become a central business strategy to today’s online competitive market. In response, numerous legal claims have been pursued to prevent the practice of scraping itself, including under the CFAA and the Copyright Act. The Lanham Act, on the other hand, has been largely ignored by plaintiffs. While the Lanham Act cannot prevent the act of scraping itself, it has the potential to perhaps significantly limit how scraped data is used.

This Article identified three possible claims against trademark uses with scraped data: trademark infringement, false advertising, and dilution by tarnishment. As the cases discussed in Part V showed, there is a growing adoption by plaintiffs of Lanham Act claims to limit the uses of scraped data. While the case law is scant, this Article hoped to generate understanding of the range of possibilities for companies, attorneys, and judges in considering scraping through the lens of the Lanham Act. Growing uses of these claims will help to better illuminate the legal possibilities and limitations around using the Lanham Act to combat practices around the use of scraped data.

* * *